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Background: Because optimization of VV delay requires detection of changes in cardiac function (“signal”), which are small in relation to beat-to-
beat variability (“noise”), we should choose measurements with the best signal-to-noise ratio and reproducibility, i.e. the smallest scatter between 
repeat optima. We compare head-to-head signal-to-noise ratio of two potential Doppler optimization indices: velocity-time-integral (VTI) vs peak 
velocity. We also examine whether averaging multiple replicate measurements improves optimization.
Methods: 40 subjects with biventricular pacemakers each underwent 6 replicate VV optimizations by maximizing LVOT velocity (VTI or peak).
Results: Scatter of apparent VV optimum between repeat optimizations was 3-fold smaller for peak than VTI (p<0.03), with a single measurement 
for each. Peak velocity had a higher intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) than VTI (0.66 v 0.53, p=0.003). Scatter between replicate optimizations 
is reduced if, instead of single measurements, we use pairs, or triplicates (ANOVA p<0.0001). This benefit occurs with both peak and VTI (p<0.001 
amongst each). Time for acquisition and analysis of a single optimization was 17.5s for peak and 57.5s for VTI (p<0.0001).
Conclusions: Doppler optimization of VV delay is both more accurate and quicker when done using peak velocity rather than VTI. Making replicate 
measurements further improves reproducibility. Perhaps guidelines should favour peak over VTI and mandate multi-replicate averaging?
